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The greatest bank
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www.physigraphe.com



PHYSIGRAPHE CLIPART
V2 PRO
Physigraphe Clipart is a tool that offers you more 
than 2200 bitmaps of pictures of exercises. The visual
impact of these pictures will help your clients better
understand the exercises assigned to them. 
Physigraphe Clipart is tailored to professionals and
specialists in weight training and therapeutic
programs. 
Physigraphe Clipart is easy to use and affords you a 
multitude of exercise program possibilities. There are 
no limits to the variety of programs you can offer
your athletes and clients. Variety is the key to 
training and rehabilitation success.



PHYSIGRAPHE CLIPART
V2 PRO
Get more than 600 ball exercises and more 
than 300 abdominal exercises
More than 1700 strengthening exercises: free
exercises, weight lifting, power lifting and
plyometry
More than 250 flexibility exercises
More than 350 rehabilitation exercises
PGClipart V2 Pro comes with Excel  and Word 
(from Microsoft) Programs



EXCEL AND WORD TEMPLATES

Find different Excel and Word templates
to create professional visual exercise
programs.





To insert a picture from
the bank of exercises, 
click in the square where
you want to insert the
picture, then from the
picture tool bar click on 
the insert picture button.



Go in the
PGClipart-
V2-Pro file 
then into
the file of
exercises
you want
to insert 
the image.



Choose the
exercise and
double click 
on it.



The exercise will be
automatically placed
in the square.

Repeat the process for 
the other exercises.



Add the set, 
repetitions, tempo and
rest then add a note 
under the exercise. 
The program will
calculate the number
of repetitions, the time
under tension and the
time of the workout.



THE REPORT SHEET

At the verso of the visual exercise
program page, add the report for the
client to complete the load and the
number of repetitions done for each
set. 



The report page will be done
automaticaly. Your client will
have to write his load and
number of repetitions he has
done for every set of his
workout.



Also included in the program, a 
one approximate maximum 
repetition calculator.
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